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The Paris Market & Brocante 

"A Touch of the Exotic in Savannah"

Any lover of colorful bazaars and marketplaces will be delighted by the

wares sold at The Paris Market & Brocante. The charming downtown

Savannah shop is filled with deliciously scented candles, bedding, and

furniture, among other items. Browse through their colorful selections of

jewelry, clothing, and textiles, or spend some time sniffing each of the

designer candles displayed in a variety of ways throughout the store.

Owners Paula and Taras Danyluk want to give visitors a sense of the

exotic, which is why you might mistake their shop for a beautiful bazaar

located in some far-flung corner of the globe.

 +1 912 232 1500  www.theparismarket.com/  info@theparismarket.com  36 West Broughton Street,

Savannah GA

 by Ahmad Ossayli on 

Unsplash   

V & J Duncan 

"Local Antiquities"

You'll have to look a bit for this charming shop, as it is situated on the

ground floor of a private residence, but it is worth the search. Musty and

full of character, the dim boutique carries the city's best selection of

antique maps and engravings, old and historic texts and other curiosities

from days of yore. If you're interested in local lore and legend, this is a

great spot to come looking for hidden Savannah secrets.

 +1 912 232 0338  www.vjduncan.com  info@vjduncan.com  12 E Taylor St, (Monterey

Square), Savannah GA

 by João Silas on Unsplash   

Alex Raskin Antiques 

"Furnishing Splendor"

Located within the historic Noble Hardee Mansion on picturesque

Monterey Square, this unique antique outlet sits on the southern fringes

of Savannah's renowned Historic District. This is an ideal format for an

antique showroom, as the wide array of beautiful appointments are

displayed in their most natural environs, and it's easy to imagine how the

carefully-selected antique furniture pieces, paintings and accessories will

blend seamlessly into your own home's distinctive decor. A nice selection

of rugs rounds out this enviable collection. The showroom is closed

Sundays, but appointments are available.

 +1 912 232 8205  441 Bull St, Savannah GA
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 by Omad   

Graveface Records & Curiosities 

"More Than Music"

Graveface Records & Curiosities is the brainchild of Ryan Graveface. This

hidden gem has a stockpile of new and used vinyl, rare albums, taxidermy,

games and toys. Many of their items displayed will make any collector

proud. This eclectic space will surely charm you with its unique and

carefully selected list.

 mail@graveface.com  5 West 40th Street, Savannah GA
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